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Much of the western edge of Skye is sheer cliff falling hundreds of feet into the
sea. In the boisterous weather typical of these parts you would not choose to
close this unforgiving coast, but after a slow beat in very light winds through
thick mist I needed to feel my way northwards towards an overnight anchorage
in Loch Bracadale.

A very light westerly had persisted for several days, blowing around an
anticyclone nearly stationary in Shannon. It had taken the whole of the previous
day to sail and row the few miles from Eigg to Rum. Making short tacks against
the tide, I clawed my way slowly up the Skye coast, trying to check position
from the waterfalls, marked on the chart. Their thunder provided the only noise,
other than the occasional boom as the swell surged into a blowhole.

Though reasonably confident of where I was, 1 was glad to find the small rocky
outcrops - packed with seabirds - which lie off the southern shore of Loch
Eynort. Visibility gradually improved, but the wind dropped away to nothing
and it was 1800 by the time we approached the entrance to Bracadale, under oars
again.

To row while underway, I generally hoist the boom end using the first reefing
line and lightly lash the mainsheet out of reach of the oars. The sail can still
benefit from any brief puffs that come along.

Approaching Rubha na Clach, the landmark vertical cliff at the southern edge of
Bracadale, a good wind of about 15 knots came in at last. After heaving-to to
take in a reeft enjoyed the final few miles to the anchorage.

In a westerly, you need go quite a long way into the loch before finding shelter.
Behind Castle Island (Oronsay) there is a low reef, just awash at high water,
which gives adequate protection. I spent a quiet night in complete solitude,
except for a few seals, numerous jellyfish and various kinds of seabirds fishing
for a late supper.

The mist came down again and it started to drizzle. Without much expectation, I
got out the charts and laid my courses for the following day.

My general plan for this trip was to cross the Little Minch and then attempt to
ut onto the W coast of the Outer Isles by the North Ford. a large area ofKryt sandbanks lying between Benbecula and North Uist. From here I hopedto sat out to the Monarch Isles, about ten miles offshore, then explore the coast

of Uist northwards as far as Berneray, one of the few smaller islands still
supporting a significant population. I had some social calls to pay here. The next
objective was the remote, intricate and beautiful Loch Roag, half-way up the W
coast of Lewis.

This was an optimistic plan. but you have to be an optimist to sail this far into
the West.

l hoped to return via the Sound of llarris, cross to the northernmost tip of Skye
and then down that island's eastern shore to Kyle and thence back to my starting
point at Arisaig.

Within this sketchy outline there were many variations. It is quite impossible to
stick rigidly to a pre-planned route in the face of adverse conditions and, alone
in a small boat, extremely foolish to try.

Progress during the first couple of days had been modest, but nevertheless some
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distance had been made. After a good meal I turned in and had a quiet night.

Next morning I weighed anchor at 0915, bound for Benbecula. The forecast was
for a NW or variable wind, 3, with occasional rain or drizzle and some fog
patches. Early mist had cleared but the wind was somewhat fresher than on
previous days and by about 1i1i( it was blowing at 10 - 15 knots, though still
out of the W.

My lOg notes that the mountains on Uist were spotted at midday, but this entry is
crossed out with the words 'illusion'. By 1330 1 was about to lose all visible
points of reference, so hove-to and took a fix, which put us about 6 miles out
from Idrigil Point. I turned round from plotting the fix to find Uist now clearly
visible.

The remainder of the crossing passed without incident, time passing as it does on
such journeys. A single cargo vessel ploughed its route up the inner passage
north and there were a few fishing craft about, but no yachts. The breeze had
again become light. I was heading for Usinish, whose lighthouse gives a good
landfall in reasonable visibility.

A short distance off the coast I altered course for the entrance to Loch Skiport,
and arrived at the well sheltered anchorage at Wizard Pool at 20()0. Then an
early night in readiness for a prompt start the next day.

I ~~~****** *************

The 0035 forecast gave NW 3/4, with drizzle, veering NE.

There are two possible ways out past Benbecula and onto the W coast - the
South Ford and the North Ford. During a previous attempt on the S Ford I had
failed to appreciate the importance of arriving at the watershed in good time. The
causeway bridge at the S Ford is about 8 miles from Wizard Pool, the last mile
or so being drying sands. But the N Ford bridgeway is nearly 15 miles on and,
with high water the following morning at 0700, this was now out of reach as an
early morning objective.

I managed to stir myself at the ungodly hour of 0420, and after filling up water
bottles at the burn, sailed out of the pool at about 0545. The breeze was fresh
enough to make satisfying progress, first NE then NW into the narrowing gap
between N Uist and Benbecula. This is a a complex seascape, as the copy section
of the chart shows. Fortunately it is also an anchorage for big ships and is
buoyed for a couple of miles in.

Passage under a causeway bridge separating two areas of tidal water cannot be
assumed to be free from difficulty. l the bridge does not lie on the watershed it
is quite likely that there will be a substantial water flow through it at nearly all
times, generated by different water levels. Such a bridge is that on the road
causeway between Anglesey and Holy Island; a good playground for canoeists
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but not a passage for dinghy sailors. Without either local knowledge or adequate
charts (there are none for this section) 1 was prepared for the worst and was
therefore heartened when at 0810 - already worrying late - there appeared to be
plenty of water at the bridge and only a gentle current through it.

The roller foresail arrangement permits the mast to be lowered easily, though the
boat must be anchored both sides of a bridge for this operation. After rowing
through, re-rigging and re-tensioning the forestay 1 realised there was a great
deal less water on The W side than in The channel to the E. In fact after a very
short distance the boat grounded on a sandbank. This was disturbing as I was
now on what was presumably a rapidly falling tide. I had nothing for navigation
here but an OS map - accurate for giving the general line of the shore but no
help at all with soundings, other than showing that some kind of channel exists
close in to the N shore. It was now impossible to sail so I dropped the main again
in a hurry and alternately rowed and dragged 'Sea Thrift' bodily over the banks
into somewhat deeper water. More b luck than jdgment I found the deeper
water of the channel and was able to gin to sai the remaining two miles or so
to the W coast proper. The route may look simple on the map, but is far from
obvious when actually in this vast and undifferentiated landscape.

There is a small community on this SW corner of Benbecula. with a few houses
dotted along a road near to the shore. The few small boats moored in the channel
off Creagorry suggested there mi ht well be a passable route out onto the W
coast, and I was very relieved to b able to steer the boat out through the rapid
and very shallow waters of what felt more like a river entrance than a sea
channel.

The W side of the Outer isles presented a total contrast to the seascapes I had
become used to on the rugged and intricate E coast. Instead of islands, deep-
clefted lochs cliffs and deep water there is an immensely wide horizon, low-
lying sandy fringes and shallow, very shallow, water to a great distance off.

en in gentle conditions, the ever-present swell from the Atlantic breaks on
even shallower banks up to a mile or so off shore. The Atlantic gales which
batter the W coast have produced mile after mile of of white she H-sand and,
beyond the dunes, the characteristic 'machair'; flatlands made fertile by the
wind-blown sand which are, in spring, carpeted with tiny wild flowers.

I anchored 'Sea Thrift' in the bight just N of the entrance of Lub Bhan and waded
ashore to savour my first views of the W coast - something I had planned and
dreamed of for a long while. I was in no particular hurry now I had escaped from
the S Ford; it was still only 1000. 1 had some breakfast and scoured the horizon
to the NW for sign of my next landfall - the Monarch Islands. The islands
themselves are very low lying - only a few metres above the sea - but using the
binoculars I could just make out the slender shape of the tall lighthouse on
Shillay, the most westward of the group.

The wind was N/NE, giving a close reach in conditions that became
progressively rougher as we left the shelter of the shore. mhe wind strength
picked up to about F4. The passage took three hours, partly because great care is
need when sailing in the vicinity of these islands. There are any number of reefs
and awash rocks which constantly cover and uncover in the swell and the whole
area is very shoal. The low-lying land, large areas of reefjust oftshore and the
need to keep changing course to avoid outliers all make orientation difficult
when approaching for the first time.

Eventually I nosed into sheltered water in the lee of Ceann Ear, where I s otted a
most seductive looking white beach, in the bay between this and the smaRler
island of Shivinish (see chartlet). Beating through into this channel, the boat was
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surrounded by innumerable seals. Whether they were simply being playful or
concerned at a stranger's invasion I could not tell, being more immediately
concerned at the possibility of the boat being uptumedby contact with one of
them. The Monarch Islands is one of the major breeding grounds for the grey
seal.

I anchored off the beautiful beach in relatively placid water, cast an anchor
ashore on a line and pulled in the stern so that I could step ashore, then went for
a short walk.

The bay is only placid at low water; by half-tide the reef to the N has covered
and the incoming rollers start to make life uncomfortable. I soon had to leave
this delightful spot and look around for somewhere safer for the night. There are
only three possible anchorages in the Monarchs; either side of the reef between
Ceann lar and Shivinish (depending on the prevailing wind) or in between the
reefs off Shillay, to the W o the group. The pilot suggests this latter is the best
of the three, but I wanted to stretch my legs on an exp oration of one of the
larger islands. I tucked 'Sea Thrift' up close to the high water mark on a patch of
sand close under the S shore of Ceann lar, having established that the wind was
set in the N/NE for the next twelve hours at least.

Such simple manoeuvres can be described very shortly, but alone in a small
boat, in a bit of a breeze, in unfamiliar territory, it all takes a long while. By the
time I had the boat safely ashore for the night and a meal cooked-- it was dusk - ie
about 2200. I regretted having already used the only 'Hot Can' aboard. There was
just enough time to walk over the island and get an impression of this lonely

spt. Thrthings stick in the memory; sea birds roosting in rabbit holes in the
Tuon e. o -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~tj theduns,onetoeach hole, scores of them, each as if on sentry dutthconsiderable amount of fishing tackle lying close to the shore (w ether washed

up above HW mark by gales or simply discarded was difficult to tell); and the
unfortunate fact that the shores of uninhabited islands accumulate quantities of
rotting seaweed which gives off a rather unpleasant smell. Best to try to stay out
of the-ee of such deposits.

Overall though, the Monarch Islands left a lasting impression. It is hard to
imagine a remoter spot. In the British Isles, only the St Kilda group lies further
west.
It would have been interesting to have spent a further day in the islands and
undertaken a more thorough exploration, but I was concerned by the thought of
getting caught out there by a sudden change in the weather. There are no safe
havens on the W coast of (Jist or Benbecu1a (with the marginal exception of the
entrance to the N Ford, whose qualities I was not to discover for another year). It
did not need a storm to make sailing back to the W coast a worrying prospect. I
therefore decided to head straight back and up the coast the following day, while
I still had a forecast of light to moderate winds .

I tumed in at 0035 after a rather long day.

My log notes remind me that my sleep was not unbroken. As is so often the case
in such places, I was up at 0430 to tend the lines. (I had put lines ashore as well
as two stern anchors).
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1 was ready to leave by 090(), by which time the wind, in the lee of the islands,
already felt like a top 4. I beat out through the sound between Shivinish and
Ceann Ear, past the lovely beach, and, as it was near high water, out over the
reef.

The crossing back to Uist was rough, especially near the islands where a five
mile fetch piles up in the shoaling waters and makes steep seas. Progress under a
double reefed main and a little bit of jib was slow, but the seas abated as we
neared Griminish Point. From about midday onwards the wind became
progressively lighter and I shook out the reefs. For the first time in the trip the
heat of the sun started to make itself felt.

The N Uist coast is truly beautiful, with dazzling crescents of white sand
interspersed between rocky outcrops. But even in these placid conditions there
was quite a heavy surf running onto the beaches.

There seems to be no large-scale chart of this area; the only chart I have that
covers the coast N of the~Monarch Islands is 2721 (St Kilda to the Butt of
Lewis). A glance at the depths shown the numerous rocks and the shoal patches
indicates why the area is not regarded as of interest to anyone other than those
with local knowledge. The yachtsman's pilot books devote a short section to the
Monarch Islands but otherwise deal with the whole of the W coast from Barra to
the Sound of Harris in a side or two of notes. Only one harbour is mentioned in
the Imray guide (and not at all in the Clyde CC Pilot), that of Griminish,
described as being a base for lobster boats. The author states 'the plan and
directions are based on information provided by the harbourmaster for the
Western Isles Council, but I know of no yacht which has visited Griminish'.
That was sufficient enticement for me to visit so in I went. The entrance is easy
enough in the good visibility I had, but would be difficult in rough conditions,
and robabl impossible for a stranger to find in thick weather. The ke to
idenfifying tie way in is spotting the characteristic circular shape of Callenish
House on the skyline, and then getting the correct leading line.

The Griminish entrance leads to a vast area of drying sands which lie between
the N Uist shore and the island of Vallay. I thought it would be fun to try to sail
through this shoal area and out the other side be fore continuing up the coast, but
as it was by now around low water I anchored up close to the Vaflay shore and
had a sleep. Later in the afternoon, when the tide had made a bit, I sailed further
in, but realised after skidding about for a while with no centreboard down that
the watershed behind the island could only be crossed - if at all - near high
water. A local man was kind enough to wade out to enquire whether I was lost,
to which I could truthfully answer'no', although I did admit to not having any
idea where the deepest channel lay.

I anchored up again and made a leisurely meal before setting off later in theevening, rather half-heartedly as the wind was now very light, I doubted
whether I could make significant further pro ress northwards before dark. I
contented myself with crossing the watershed and reaching the deep water
channel close in to the SE corner of Vallay, where I anchored again for the night.
The photo gives just an indication of the wonderful heathery colours of the
sunset view towards the hills of Harris.

I~~~~*********
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'The wind was awake before me, still in the NE, which put me on a rather bumpy
lee shore and gave an even bumpier beat out over the 'bar'.

The Sound of Berneray is shoal - much of the area about 2m depth - and littered
with sandbanks. In ordinary weather, with a swell running in from the W, no
keeled craft could safely enter from that direction. But that is their loss, for I
found the short trip from Vallay to Bemeray harbour a most enjoyable moming's
sailing. It was a bright sunny day. The mod"erate easterly blowing extended the
distance sailed considerably, but gave me the chance to inspect the mainland
shore and that of the island of Boreray as I tacked in towards the Sound itself.
All around was a vista of curving white shell sand beaches, backed by dunes and
machair headlands.

The outer section of the Sound was a bit tricky, and we touched a few times, so I
anchored up in the entrance to Loch Borve and had some lunch and a short sleep
while waiting for the tide to tum. Streams run strongly in the narrows and the car
felry linking the island with Uist plies constantly to and fro, so a favourable tide
was worth waiting for.

Bays Loch lies at the NW end of the Sound of Harris and, like much of the
Sound, is well-endowed with rocks, rocky islets and shoal patches. It is thus
relatively inaccessible and seems to rarely visited by yachts. The island is
unusual in having a thriving local community and there is a fine new small
harbour for locaFfishing boats. Although I intended to pay a call later on some
friends of a colleague, did not plan to stop at this stage, but just buy a few
stores and then press on up the W coast.

I anchored at the extreme N part of the Loch, near what appeared to be, and in
fact was the village shop. 'he man serving was interested in my trip (he had of
course observed me sailing in: however quiet such places may seem, you can be
sure that your arrival has been noticed by just abouf everyone). We had a long
conversation. It was not until I retumed a couple of days later and I met him
again that I leamed he was Angus the fisherman, one of the local people my
colleague had suggested I look up. Like lots of people in the western isles, ne
has more than one daytime activity.

By early evening the wind had gone light and I needed to get out the oars to
make the passage through the Reef Thlis can be seen clearly in the photo, taken
from the hill overlooking the loch. The gap in the reef has been blasted out with
explosives to provide access to local boats at all states of the tide. I was to renew
my acquaintance with this feature of the coast late the next day.

By the time I was into the Sound of Harris the wind had died away completely. I
had quite a bit of help from a N going tide (a fact I should subsequently have
remembered) but it was quite a long row to the island of Pabbay. Here l
anchored for the night at 2200; in a somewhat exposed position, but the forecast
sug ested nothing sinister for the next day. An idyllic situation tempered
sligftlyby a persistent whiff of rotting seaweed on the nearby shore. (Pabbay is
uninhabited, so there is no-one to rake the stuff up).

I was away next day by 0845 in order to catch the N going tide, with a forecast
of NE/N 2/3. In fact the wind was verE light from the S and we drifted gently
northeastwards between the islet of Coppay and Toe Head, at the very north end
of the Sound oi Harris. The sailing was very relaxing, as the photo indicates,
with the hills of N Harris a misty blur in the distance.
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I was heading for Scarp, or rather Caolas an Scarp, the narrow channel between
the mainlandand the island, which romised either a temporary or an overni t
anchorage. Off Taransay the wind tailed altogether, but soon afterwards filled in
from the NE. It increased rapidly in strength and was soon blowing N/NE at a
steady 5 and sometimes more. I was now in a difficult position. Al the secure
anchorages were either upwind or back where I had come from. The next three
to four hours were spent beating back and forth under double reefed sail trying to
make headway towards Sca, ,oping that the wind would abate and do what the
forecasters sail it should be doing, al the time worried that the wind strength at
the entrance might be worse than out at sea and so deny entry completely. was
never to know, 6ecause the easterly component in the wind pushed me
inexorabl out along the Scarp southem shore and I realised 1 was just not going
to make i in those conditions.

By now it was about 1600 and I was beginnin to feel the need for a long
delayed lunch. I hove-to, but the boat was maiing too much leeway, so it
seemed a good opportunity to tr out the sea anchor, which I had made up
several years previously but had never needed to use 'in anger'. The photo (taken
as I was hauling it in) shows the set up. A piece of lead on Te bottom of the
mouth keeps it open and a float on a snort line keeps the whole apparatus a few
feet under the surface. It functioned well enough, keeping the boafs drift
downwind to about half to one knot, but the boat would not tum head to wind,
whatever the position of the centreboard. I suspect it may be necessary to drop
the mast altogether to make the boat 'weathercock'. Because we were close under
the lee of theland the seas were only very small, but in rough and possibly
breaking seas it would be dangerous to lie stem-to. However, peace was
restored temporarily and I was able to get some food and drink and take stock.

Although tempted to run for Taransay, the bays on either side of the isthmus are
open to the sea and were an unknown quantity. The simplest thing seemed to be
to tum and run back the way I had come. I left the main down, hauled in the sea
anchor and let out about two-thirds of the foresail. This gave a reasonable speed
while leaving the boat feeling safe with all the effort concentrated at the bow.
We left the Scarp shore at about liOO and were back off Toe Head by about
1900, so our speed on this leg of the return trip was a respectable 5 knots. If I
thought that the S Harris shore would give us a lee and make things easier I was
sadly mistaken. The wind increased in strength, or at least became gustier as
squalls rolled down from the hills - I woul guess up to about 25 knots - but
what mattered most was the tide in the Sound. The northerly component in the
wind and the N going tide kicked up a really horrible sea on the bar. Progress
against the tide was very slow - notmuch more than one or two knots and
sometimes less - but in these conditions I could not risk puttingup the main
again to give me more speed against the tide, and to retreat no wards around
the top end of Berneray could also only be done with a fair chunk of main. So I
plugged on S, taking transits against the islands of Ensay and Killegray to make
sure we were still moving in the right direction. At one stage the boat stopped
and only by hauling out the last remaining scrap of foresail were we able to
scrape over the bar.

Eventually after a further three hours in these marginal conditions we arrived at
the reef oft the SE end of Bays Loch. The next problem was getting in: I
remembered the pilot mentioning that the Loch empties into the Sound through
the blasted out channel at up to 4 knots. The channel was a seething mass of
white water which a first glance looked impossible to navigate in a small boat.
However, on approach I could see (Oust about - it was starting to get a bit dark
by now) that the seas on the reef were not very big. So on we went and it was
with the very greatest of relief that we eventually pulled out of the tide and into
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the calm waters of the bay. Even here it was too windy for anchoring to seem an
inviting pros ect. So I sailed straight on over to the harbour, drifted in under
bare po5e an tied up to the wall near the slip. It was 2230; a hard day.

A colleague, Brigadier 'Bugs' Hughes, who now runs the RYA Seamanship
Foundation, use& to be i/c rockets Benbecula, and while stationed in these parts
got to know a number of the inhabitants of Berneray. In particular, the head of
the island Council,'Splash' MacKillop and his wife Gloria who looks after
nursing services over much of the western isles. I reckoned that next day
qualified as a rest day so, in continuing fine and sunny weather and a more
moderate wind I walked over the island the following morning to pay them a
call. Splash was away on Skye on business but I had a most entertaining and
enjoyable morning learning a great deal about island life from Gloria. It seems
that when the Heir to the Throne needs to get away from it all for a while, one of
his favourite places is this island; and when he visits he stays (in conditions of
great secrecy) with the MacKillops.

(This fact is no longer a secret; on his next visit he brought a television crew
who made a film about it.)

After lunch, a walk over to the west side of the island, a single continuous
stretch of white sand and dunes, with a machair meadow beyond; then a climb to
the top of Borve Hill, which gives a fine panorama of the Sound of Harris, with
the Harris mountains beyond, all of N Uist, and the islands of Pabbay and
Boreray.

I had intended to catch the afternoon tide over to Rodel, at the S tip of Harris,
but a combination of tiredness hangover from the previous day and a change in
the weather to cloudy and colder conditions persuaded me to stay put in the
harbour for another night.

I had the chance to chat again with Angus the fisherman this time on his boat as
he unloaded his day's catch. All the local boats take shelifish, with the bulk of
the catch going straight overseas. Angus does a good business selling velvet
crabs to the Spanish market, which apparently appreciates this delicacy more
than we British. He has occasionally considered cutting out the middlemen and
running his catches out in his own transport but has decided that life is probably
more sTraightforward concentrating on the ishing end that he knows best. He
seems a man very much at ease wLth himself and content with his life. When the
Heir to the Throne was filmed some months later going out on a fishing trip it
was into Angus's care that he was entrusted!

Forecast next morning was 3, increasing 5/6 from the NE. It was Sunday, and as
Berneray is staunchly within Free Church territory there was of course no
activity whatever on the island.

Bearing mind that sailing is highly visible, is was with some trepidation that I
left the arbour at about 1900. After making a hash initially of sailing out, I then
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rowed out and hoisted just the jib for a straightforward passage eastwards to the
islands in the middle of the E end of the Sound. The tide was%high enough to
enable me to sail straight over the tog of the drying rocks of the Cabbage Group,
and the various other isolated rocks fat make the navigation of this part of the
Sound a very difficult business for keeled craft. It was a much colder day, with a
fair bit of cloud and quite breezy. I anchored up between the islands of Groay,
Scaravay and Linga , which lie in the middle of the eastern end of the Sound,
and had an extended tea break.

I Turning northwards, I was surprised at the size of the seas outside these islands.
I suppose it is a combination of the strength of the tidal streams in this area, theI fact that N/NE winds had been blowing for some days, and the nature of the sea
bed, which shelves steeply here from over 100 metres to 20/30 metres within
about half a mile. The steepness of the sea made for cautious sailing and it was a
slow beat up to Rodel. I had been here before and could remember the way in
from the outer loch into the snug inner pool. (tried to sail in through the Bay
Channel, but this was too optimistic a manoeuvre and I had to down sail in a
hurry and row the rest of the way against the breeze.

Since my last visit several large blue 'Highlands and Islands Development Board'
buoys have been laid in the S of the pooL One was already occupied although
there was no-one on board, and another yacht came in later in the aftemoon: so
it was busy by Outer Isles standards. I think the popularity of Rodel can be put
down to a combination of easy accessibility, a secure and genuinely sheltered
anchorage and a well known spit'n sawdust pub on the quayside. One of these
virtues is common enough (at east on the E side of the Isles), two is not unusual,
but only at Barra, Loch Boisdale, Loch Maddy, Rodel and Stornaway do you get
all three.

1 felt lazy and disinclined to venture further that day, so climbed into my
sleeping bag and put a few extra hours rest into the bank in anticipation of what
might be another tough day to follow. The next leg of the triy was the return to
Skye. There is little point in going much further N than Rode , because the
uneven nature of the sea bottom in the Minch makes it advisable to cross more
or less due E if conditions are anything but quiet. The forecast for the following
day was for cold weather, with bnsk northerly winds and 'snow on the Scottish
hils'.

The tide ran N from 0800 and I should have been away by then. Had I been, the
trip might just have taken a different shape. But it was about 0845 by the time I
left, using the Sea Channel, having done a very thorough check of the rig and
gear in case we had a rough ride. Vt was a nice bright day, with the wind in the N
and an early morning forecast of N 4/5, occ. 6.

The general plan was to cross to the N tip of Skye and round it if possible; then
either spend the night in Kilmalug Bay, a couple of miles down the E coast, or
continue on down go Rona. The problem was likely to be the passage between
Skye and En. Trodday, where rough overfalls could be expected.

I had put in two reefs to start, and almost immediately pulled down the third,
continuing for the rest of the crossing under this very reduced rig. The wind was
between r and 5 for most of the way, but twice I had to drop all sail to let a
particularly nasty squally cloud pass over us. Visibility was good, so our
objective was in view for much of the crossing.
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Counting the slight dog-leg to avoid the shoal patches, the distance from Rodel
to Duntulm is twenty miles. The tide tumed against us at Ru Hunish at 1330 and
had I left an hour earlier we might have made it although it is questionable what
kinds of seas we would have met had we carried on round . But it was
approaching 1500 by the time we reached Duntulm and there was no question of
attempting io do this against the tide. A very large and horrible looking squall
was coming up fast andI was glad to get out of the main seaway and into the
relative she ter of the approaches to Duntulm Bay before it hit us.

Duntulm is an eerie place, with little real shelter. I tucked in as best I could close
to Tulm Island, put out two anchors from the bow and prepared to buck about for
a long evening and night. In the prevailing winds, I might have done better to
try to anchor under the cliffs at the N end of the Bay; a yacht came in later and
spent the night there.

During an uncomfortable night, during which I put the boat into 'readiness'
condition, ready to sail off a a moment's notice, I began to wonder whether I
should have to put into Uig and end the trip there. But conditions did not worsen,
so I made an early start the following morning, at a little before 0730, to catch
the slack water off Ru Hunish half an hour lafter. Although the wind was
certainly less than the previous afternoon (no more than a top 3) we immediately
met steep seas outside Duntulm Bay. A mile or so SE of Ru Hunish, the seas
began to look awesomely large - about as big as the side of my house.
Aamiittedly it is a very small bouse, but this would make them about fifteen feet;
quite large enough. There was no sign of them breaking but I could not help
wondering what effect the bar between Ru Hunish andRubha na h-Aiseig
would have.

I sailed on for a short while but things did not improve, so I decided discretion
must rule the day, and that the W side of Skye would be quite a pleasant sail
after all. And so it proved to be. The weather brightened up with showers
gradually dying oul during the morning. Having glen tumed back by one majorIeadland I was wary of the next - Waternish Point, at the tip of the middle of
three long peninsulas which form the NW coast of Skye. The chart showed lots
of wavy FInes and eddy signs at this Point so I thought it might be as well to
wait until slack water before rounding it. in the meantime I could visit the
Ascribs, a group of six small islands in the middle of Loch Snizort. Lonely
islands are always interesting. I sailed around and through them, but not too
close in on the N sides as the swell still running broke and swirled around their
outliers in a way which discouraged close inspection. The SW side was
adequately sheltered, and after a couple of failed attempts to find a sufficiently
shoal patch, I anchored at 1040 in the bight between the two largest groups,
snugled down behind the dodger and enjoyed an early lunch. An isolated spot,
but plenty of birds and seals to watch and dramatic views of what today was the
not-so-misty Isle.

I reached Waternish Point at 1500. The sea there was of course absolutely flat,
so I need not have been so cautious. A light northerly breeze then gave me an
enjoyable and relaxing journey, in excel rent visibility, around the whole of the
NWi coast as far as the entrance to Loch Bracadale. Raving made such good
progress during the day (about 40 miles since leaving Duntulm) it was tempting
to make the most of this fair wind and go on round to Soay. I had been there
twice before and reckoned I could manage its tricky narrow entrance in the dark,
but I had no more food readily accessible and the forecast was for a cold night,
with temperatures near zero. So at 2200 1 called it a day and went back in to
Loch Bracadale, reaching the anchorage at Oronsay at an hour later after a slow
beat in against a breeze which was by then blowing from the NE.
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The night was so quiet I could almost have anchored off the coast, and so saved
myselfanother tiresome slow beat out of the loch against an almost
imperceptible breeze from the NW. It was midday before I reached the loch
entrance, but then the breeze picked up a little and we continued our gentle
progress along Skye's unrelenting clift bound shore. Crossing the entrance to
Loch Brittle gave wonderful views of the Cuillins, every peak in the southern
section of the Ridge clearly visible.

Conditions were perfect for a visit to the anchorage at Loch Scavaig -
somewhere L had not yet managed to visit by sea.Many years ago on my first
trip to Skye, with inadequate ma s and little idea of where this fabled place was,
I had, almost by accident, caughf my first glimpses of the Cuillins from across
Scavaig, at the little village of Elgol. A thunderstorm was raging over the peaks,
making them look like something straight out of The Lord of the Rings'. F

ptc my tent on the shore, and next day walked along the long muddy path
into the heart of the mountains, up to Druim nan Ramh and looked down for the
first time into Coruisk and up to the peaks of the main Ridge, visible from time
to time in clearings of the mist. Like many hillwalkers before me, I was
completed hooked by the gloom and rocky splendour of that cirque, and by the
prospect of climbing up onto its soaring ndge. I returned time and again in the
years following to walk along it and rock climb on its long gabbro s abs and
=ttresses.

On this day I had time only for a assing call. The light NW wind curled around
the base of the mountains in an eddy which took us steadily on through Soay
Sound - despite the fact that the tide in the Sound sets permanently westwards.
Here the mountains start quite literally at the sea and go straight on up to around
3000 feet. It is not the place to be in windy weather from the N, but I felt pretty
smugatindd continuingd right around the SE shore and so being able
to sail, still on a broad reach due Nstraight into the anchorage in tiny Loc na
Cuilce, in the very hear of the mountains. (I felt even more smug an hour or so
later when sailing out again. The wind had strengthened enough to make it
climb over the mountain range and descend into the Loch from the N, so that I
could leave on a fast run.)

The pilot books are united in praise of the situation of the Scavaig anchorage.
Lawrence, in the Imray pilot, says:

'The anchorage can claim to be the most spectacular
on the West Coast, surrounded by the jagged peaks of the
Cuillin Hills; however the squalls there tend to be equally
spectacular.'

Although tempted to stay and climb in the hills the next day, the 1750 forecast
did not suggest the kind of settled conditions that would be needed for a dinghy
to be left unattended at anchor; and I had already planned to return south wiiin
a day or so. So, with some regret I declined a kind invitation to a meal from the
only other boat there (the saiftraining yacht 'Master Builder', a 72 foot ketch).
After a cup of tea and some food, I hoisted again and set out on the long run
back to my starting point at Arisaig, 20 miles away across the Sound of Sleat.

Sleat always gives me a bumpy ride. As we left the shelter of the hills the wind
increased an although our speed was gratifying, conditions soon required
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rogressive reductions in sail. Eventually, in the confused seas off the Point of
Sleat I took down the main altogether and did the rest of the crossing under
foresail alone.

As the fine Hebridean sunset faded behind the Cuillin, it was time to work out
how to make a nighttime landfall at what the pilot describes as 'one of the most
intimidating entrances of any anchorage on the West Coast'. The chartlet givessome idea of the problems. The key to a safe entry is the correct identificavion of
the south channeL An attempt to enter N of this between any of the low offlying
islands, is likely to lead to difficulties, or more likely disaster. There are no lit
marks to guide you, but the shore lights in the village of Arisaig, two miles
inland at the head of Loch na Ceall, are there to beguile anyone whose
orientation is awry and thinks it might be possible to head straight for them.

Bearings from the Point of Sleat to the 300 feet high Arisaig Promontory, visible
against the more distant Moidart shores, gave the general direction for travel,
helped by a constant check on the white sands of Morar, which can be seen long
after most other detail has faded into the gloom.

We left Sleat at 2145 and arrived off Arisaig at 2340. 1 slid into the shelter of
Lungha Mhor at the N end of the entrance and hoisted a double reefed main.
Then began a entertaining hour and a half using the merest glimmer of light that
remained in the sky to pick out, and the darker shapes of the many low-
lying rocks that litter the narrow winding entrance channel. Progress was
necessarily slow, and once or twice the bard had to be raised rather rapidly it
touched a rock lying under the surface, but eventually we were amongst the
boats lying to their moorings in the inner harbour. I found a vacant patch,
anchored and put up the tent. It was 0100.

The followin morning dawned fine, but so windy that it I needed to don full
gear, and double reef, just to sail the few hundred yards in to the bit of shore that
serves as a slip. Crossing the Sound of Sleat in those conditions would have been
unpleasant; I was glad to have made the most of the gentler winds of the
previous few days. The night before had been a quite sufficiently sporting finish.

An eventful trip then; full of interest, and providing just a glimpse of the
pleasures that await those willing to make the journey into the tar West.

I~ ~ ~ *******************
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To those like myself who are drawn back time and again to the islands off the
west coast of Scotland, their relative remoteness, tiny populations, and
reputation for unpredictable and sometimes fierce weather are all positive
qualities which more than repay the modest effort of getting there. Unlike the
south coast of England, the whole area lends itself to infini ely flexible passageplanning. Instead of having either to put back or head for the Channel Islands,
the Hebrides offer an embarrassment of rich alternatives. The disappointment of
being forced to turn around will soon be overcome by the delights of a new, as
yet unseen, anchorage. And if you have been there before - so what ? There is
scarcely one of these remote and still largely untouched sea lochs that does not
repay a return visit.

Several points on last year's route - the ford N of Benbecula, Loch Roag on theW coast f Lewis, and Rubha Hunish at the northernmost tip of Skye - all rated
as 'unfinished business'. Given a suitable wind on the day of departure my
preferred plan was to attempt to tackle these in reverse order, by launching at
Plocton (a few miles from Kyle of Loch Alsh), rounding the top of Skye rom
the E, crossing to Harris on a reciprocal of last year's course and using the
Staunton Channel through the Sound of Harris to reach the W coast. rdid notrate highly my chances of reaching Loch Roag in the time available but I hoped
at least to get past Caol Scarp where heavy weather had previously torced
retreat. Heading S, I knew the inshore route past N Uist was feasible for a shoal
draught boat, giving the possibility of slipping across the shallow waters of the N
Fora, under the road causeway liin ist and Benbecula, and escaping out
through the maze of reefs and tiny islands that litter that part of the E coast.
Then, if time allowed, down to Barra, which I had failed to reach on my first
visit to the Outer Isles six years previously.

This may seem a plan whose detail invites disappointment and so it might be in
normal Hebridean weather; but I had faith in the long brigAt days that more often
than not occur in late May and early June. In this I was not to be disappointed.
That I was able to sail most of this route was due entirely to the persistent fine
weather and predominantly light or moderate conditions experienced this year,
and not at all any doggedness on my part. As the photos in this log show,
opportunities for relaxation occurred and were not foregone.

The forecast on 22 May gave no indication of conditions that ruled out an
excursion up the E coast of Skye, so I drove to Plocton, arriving in the early
afternoon at the slip on the seaward side of the village. I had made no design
changes to boat or equipment for this season, but a complete scrape and re-
varnish of her decks had greatly improved 'Sea Thrift's rather careworn
appearance and she looked smart in the sunshine.

Plocton is a very pretty place and popular with the quieter type of holidaymaker,
but the slip - Just a patc of cleared foreshore - is sufficientry far from the main
part of the village to enable loading up to be done without the well-meaning
interrogations that so often be-devil this task.

In my constant and always unsuccessful efforts to cut down on weight I had
dispensed, for this trip, with my luxury double burner cooker box and made do
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with a single primus stove. Food supplies were correspondingl simplified. With
a crew of two or three there is usually some incentive to provide - indeed there
is often clamour for - relatively elaborate meals. On previous trips five or even
six course feasts have been no rarity. But the complete freedom of action which
is the chief benefit of the single-hander is enhanced by speed and simplicity in
the matter of food. The somewhat spartan regime which results from adhering to
this pnnciple is, admittedly, predicated on the expectation of a continuous senesE of long days at the helm wbich leave little time for fancy cooking. Stormbound,
priontites are reversed and thoughts turn more readily to the preparation of long
and interesting meals.

Thoughts on this subject were interrupted by a loud and worrying crack which
announced the demise of the rivet pin of the Highfield lever used to tension up
the roller forestay. This required a lew minutes work drilling out the hole so that
it would accept a standard 3/16" clevis pin as a replacement. This activity
banished any subversive thought of cutfing down on the contents of the tool kit
and box of spare parts.

I have found a roller furling headsail essential for peace of mind when sailin
alone. The loss of power wbich results from the use of a flat cut sail, and theless
than perfect set when partially reefed in a strong breeze, are a small price to pay
for being able to reduce or enlarge the foresail area in seconds and balance the
fore and-mainsail areas when heaving-to in any conditions in which sail can
continue to be set; all without venturing out on to the foredeck.

The sketch shows the arrangement. The main problem is getting sufficient luff
tension (because the mechanical advantage given by the lever is working
'against' that given by the pulley). This could be soIved by usin a wire halyard
and a rope tatl, but I don't like wire halyards on a cruising boat.MThe photo in last
year's log illustrating the passage through the South Ford shows that the rig can
still be d7ropped for going under bridges, or if necessary, at sea; though shooting
a bridge when under way is not to be risked.

The passage down outer Loch Carron towards our intended overnight anchora
at the Crowlin Islands was slow, against both tide and a li t headwind. The
entrance is not easily visible when approaching from the , but after two
previous visits I thought I thought I should be able to find it in the dark; which
was as well, because it was close to midnight by the time we arrived the wind
having freshened a little and gone round into the N. The beacon on Eilean Beag
helped with orientation as we reached in, close under the cliffs of the larger of
the two main islands.

Next day was warm and hazy, with a forecast of easterly winds, 4 occasionally
5. But the slight breeze ruffling the waters of the anchorage gave no clue of
when such a promising wind would appear and it disappeared as soon as we
were outside. Faced with an adverse tide I anchored again at the N end of En.
Beag for an hour or so, admiring the views and watching the sea birds. There
didn t seem to be as much seal activity around the islands as on previous visits,
when we've been given an escort both in and out.

With a veVr light air from the N I set off again, my objective for the day (which
had been imalug Bay ay the very NE end of Skye) soon demoted to one or
other of the anchorages at the N end of Raasay. I would like to have gone into
Fladday, which I had previously visited, but this meant a detour of several miles.
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By far the noisiest event of the day was the passing, thankfully sime distance
away, of a submarine. The sound made by ifs engines suggested it was overdue
for a service. To be fair, the whole of the Inner Sound is marked on the chart as
'Submarine Exercise Area', and, since it has become realised that these craft
seem to make a habit of tugging surface vessels under, one ought really to be
glad to see them on the suxTace.

The wind failed miserably to come up to its billing. By the time we reached Caol
Rona, the passage between the islands of Raasay and Rona , only a miserable ten
miles from our starting point I took the easy option to go into Acarseid Mhor, a
large natural harbour two miles further on the SW coast of Rona and directly on
route.

Acarseid Mhor, a safe deep water anchorage with a relatively easy entrance is a
popular stopping place on the 'trade route' Tor local and chartered yachts. I found
it empty on my arival, but two more yachts came in soon after I had chosen my
spot and was ving in the oren boat enjoying the late afternoon sunshine. The
shouting and clattering thaf seems to be the inevitable accompaniment to
bringing up under power was regarded, unreasonably, as an intrusion on the
privacy of the small boat already peacefully swinging to its anchor. These
uncharitable feelings were dispelred soon afterwardsby an invitation to come
aboard the smaller of the yachts 'for a dram'.

The occupants were both farmers; the owner farmed potatoes and his crew
farmed deer. Until I leamed this I had always imagined venision to be obtained
solely in the course of the chase. The deer farmer look some delight in
describing the undoubtedly necessary task of eviscerating these beasts; a process
known as gralloching' - a word in which the 'r' is given considerable rolling
emphasis.

The slight smugness felt while rowing silently at 0800 out of the anchorage
before life stirred on the other boats, was tempered by a bit of a hangover. The
previous evening had become convivial, with the occupants of all three boats
gathered aroundFour host's whisky bottle, from which he had dispensed in
generous measure.

Plockton to Rona had been an easy stage. in familiar waters. The next leg would
take us around the NE tip of the island o Skye and required careful planning.
The chart copy shows the area. Last year, setting out from Duntulm to sail E, I
had been tumed back at Rubha Hunish by steep and very large seas generated by
several days of strong NE - NW winds. The difficult bit is the three mile section
between Rubha na h-Aiseig and Rubha Hunish. The bottom shelves from about
60 to about 40 metres and tides between the shore and Eilean Trodday, 8 cables
off, run at 3 knots springs. The pilot refers dryly to 'seas larger than might be
expected'. In fact the whole of this part of the Minch between Skye and Harris
has a very uneven bottom and is notorious for rough water, so there may be little
to be gained from standing further out to sea when rounding the top of Skye. It is
not a place to be caught out in a blow from any direction; there is no shelter from
E or N, and the high ground on Skye would make such small indentations as
there are on its E coast uncomfortable in any strong breeze from the W.

The morning forecast was again for E/SE winds, this time increasing from 4/5 to
6/7. 1 theretore approached fihis critical part of the trip with some apprehension,
even though there was not the remotest indication ofany wind at all at this stage,
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and my most immediate concern as I rowed the first few of the 15 miles to
Rubha na h-Aiseig was getting there at all. I rowed for a couple of hours and
then a fitful liht breeze from astern enabled me to 'motor sail' in patches. It was
a difficult sec ion, with sloppy seas, bursts of wind sufficient to necessitate
reefing, followed by dead calms. Eventually, as I crept past Eilean Flodigarry, at
the N end of Staffin Bay, through nasty fledgling overfalls, a decent steady
breeze came in from the SE an progress was at last established. The last time I
had been at Staffin was twenty five years a o, on my first walking and climbing
holiday on Skye. As an anchorage it looke distinctly uninviting.

Moving air is reluctant to climb over hills, so when approaching a major 'cape'
off an area of high ground you expect an increase in wind speed. Sure enough,
the breeze freshened steadily as we passed through the shallow section between
Skye and En.Trodday, but the sea was still flat and the tide not yet running
strongly. I had aimed to arrive at slack water around 1515, with a stop at
Kilmalug Bay if necessary and we were only about ten minutes late despite the
slowness of the first part of the day. We swept around Rubha Hunish in fine
style in a nice F4 and brought up at the S end of the Duntulm anchorage, just off
Tulm Island. I felt rather pLeased at my good fortune in getting arouncfthis major
obstacle so easily; it's a long, long way if you have to reverse your tracks and go
around Skye in the other direction. I suppose that had I felt a bit more energetic I
would have carried straight on over to Harris, but that was another twenty miles
or so and I was not convinced that the breeze would last that far.

Given the paucity of shelter at the top end of Skye, Duntulm is a useful port ofrefuge, but it is not the kind of place you would go out of your way to call at - at
least, not by sea; that it has its share of landward visitors was soon to become
evident. Last year I came in here after a bumpy ride across from Harris in a fresh
northerly. Duntulm gives a bit of shelter in such a wind, but it was
uncomfortable.

The surrounding cliffs and ruined castle perched above a rocky precipice give
the place a rather gloomy aspect. It is easy to imagine clan chiefs hu dled
around winter fires in their rocky eyrie, piannin next spring's mayhem. The
sense of desolation is relieved by a large white house, a hotel, a cable or so
inland. Duntulm is on the Tourist Trail. Going ashore to fill up my water bottles
I met a load of trippers freshly disgorged from their coach. In newly acquired
tweeds and soft city shoes they stared-at my oilskins and heavy sea-boots as
though I were a Martian.

Feeling by now rather tired and unwilling to share the castle ruins with the
tourists I abandoned the idea of climbing up to it, instead rowing back to the boat
for supper and an early night.

After a thankfully quiet night ot up at 0500 and was away by 0645. The SW
going stream ha begun at 050, but there was suffucient to give me a push in
tn nght direction. lhis was as well, because despite another optimistic forecast
for E4/5 occ 6 there was very little wind for the first four hours sailing. We
largely drifted down the tide close by the rocky outlier of An i-asgair and
towards Waternish Point.

At about 1100 a fine steadv knot E/NE wind set in and ave the prospect of a
rapid and smooth crossing. With that kind of wind I could choose my landfall on
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Harris. And what a choice: the SE facing coast between Rodel and E Loch
Tarbet is indented with many small lochs and inlets, all of which offer shelter
and interest. Rodel is the obvious and usual landfall, but I had been there twice
before, so opted for Loch Finsbay, three miles to the NE. I set a course slightly
upwind of the Loch and settled back to enjoy the trip. We arrived at 1330, and
following the leading lines, dropped anchor in the inner loch. Lunch, the early
start and the heat of le day, cu off from the breezes of the sea, combined to
make a siesta irresistable. Only the clatter of the occasional truck crossing a
cattle grid disturbed the peace of the afternoon. But whether you regard S Harris
as peaceful or just desolate the quiet of Loch Finsbay and the surrounding area
may not last much longer. Plans 'or a 'superquarry', just a mile or two away, are
well advanced. This would mean the creation of a major port to take away a
nearby mountain in 20,000 ton shiploads, until, in about 30 years time, the
mountain is no more, spread out by the lorry full to form the base of the
country's ever-growig network of motorway and trunk roads (along which we
are happy enough to trundle in order to reach these remote parts). Local opinion
is reprted to be divided, but there is unanimity on the requirement that there
should be no Sunday working. So in future years it may be necessary to timeH ~one's landfall for that day.

I set off again in mid-afternoon, but the wind was dying as I beat out of the loch
entrance. What there was now came from the SE, so I continued to beat very
slowly down the coast towards Rodel. I had hoped to make the passage through
the Sound of Harris and on up to Taransay by nightfall. But the tides in the
Sound are peculiar. At neaps in summer the stream runs SE for the whole of the
day and NW durinn the ni ht. It appears to behave more normally towards
springs. Make of t at whaf you will, but it seemed clear we needed a reasonable
wind to make the passage, so once again it was into the pool at Rodel for the
night. I almost managec to sail in through the Sea Channel, but had to resort to
the oars for the last few yards.

Rodel is perfectly sheltered, thoug I suspect the holding in the deeper part is
doubtful. Recently, big blue HIDB buoys have sprouted there. Two of these
were already occupied but, perversely, I ignored the one remaining and opted for
solitude in the shallower N<part.

Getting in and out of Rodel pool is fun for a handy centre-boarder but a trap for
a keelboat in careless hands. Of the three natural entrances, two (the Sea
Channel and the Bay Channel) are usable. The former does not dry, but the
bottom is covered in large irregular boulders of uncertain depth, with a swell at
the entrance, while the latter dries for much of the tide, as does the adjacent
small harbour. That there is not overmuch depth even at high water is attested to
by the regular groundings that occur just outside the harbour walls. On my first
visit there a few years ago it was a local fishing boat that provided the
entertainment; this year it was one of the overnighting yachts, whose occupants
slept in just those few minutes too long the following morning. The Rodel Hotel
has, I suppose, a certain amount of dilapidated charm, but not so much as would
console a skipper so delayed.

A completely calm evening, with an oppressive atmosphere threatening a
thunderstorm. Despite some distant rumblings and a few drops of rain nothing
came of it. I paid a visit to the tiny ancient cruciform church on the hiflside
above, whose tomb carvings include a double ended Hebridean galley.

I~~~~******g*
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I am relieved to find the next day bright and clear again, with a pleasant and
apparently steady SE light breeze. I tack quietly out of the Sea Channel and
prepare for the pilotage of the Staunton Channel through the Sound. Problems
are unlikely, but it will be a useful exercise to follow the marks and leading lines
against the day when it might have to be done in less than ideal conditions.

There many rocky islets to negotiate several changes of compass heading which
depend upon correct identification of the various beacons en route, and a tide
which runs at up to 4 knots in the upper sections. On this sunny morning, with a
light following wind, all this was very enjoyable, although progress at the N end
sMowed considerable as the wind fell away again and we met a Toul tide.

It takes a long time to make the oar assisted passage past the aptly named Cape
Difficulty and get out once again onto the west coast.

The first objective for the day was Taransay, a large hour-glass shaped island
five miles NE of Toe Head, t'he extreme NE edge of the Sound. There was
something about the symmetry of that shape, with its promise of fine beaches on
either side of a tiny isthmus that has enticed me ever time I have taken out the
chart of this area. I need not have been worried that this represented a too modest
destination for a full day's sailing. Half way there the last vestiges of breeze died
away yet again, leaving me rowing in a hot sun more reminiscent of Greece than
the British Isles.

After the toil of the last couple of miles the prospect of a cold plunge beckoned
irresistably. Despite the clarity of Scottish waters, bathing off boats does not
seem much praciised. But there could scarcely be a better day for it - indeed the
chance might never re-occur, and I would be left a self-branded coward for
ever. So as soon as the anchor was safely (and visibly) dug in to the sandy
bottom I shrugged off my few remaining clothes rigged one of the clambering
stirrups, kept permanently fastened to the ends ot the thwart, and executed a
swift dive off the foredeck. The 'cool silver shock' of contrast between the heat
of the sun and the late sprin&time temperature of the water was memorable. It
occurred to me during the bnef swim lhat exposing a male late-fortiesh body of
less than perfect fitness to this kind of experience might be more dangerous than
any of the sailing conditions I was likely to encounter during the trip.~There was
however no corresponding chance that the drying exposure of that self-same
body would cause a fatal attack of mirth in assembled onlookers because
Taransay is, fortunately, completely uninhabited.

One more dive and brief swim then I tidied the boat, put upthe tent and rowed
ashore to explore the island. he photo indicates what an idyllic spot it is - in
calm weather.

Unlike evermorning so far, I awoke soon after first light to wind, the jerk of
the boat snu bing to its anchor and the noise of a lee shore beach that always
sounds much nearer than it is.

There was nothing in the forecast to indicate the liklihood of this but I should
kniow by now that this area has a micro climate of its own. I grabbed a quick
bowl of muesli, got the tent down and oilskins on and was beating out of the bay
under double reeled main and a scrap of a jib by d645. It took nearly four hours
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of wet sailing to beat across West Loch Tarbert to the next available sheltered
anchorage at Loch Meavaig. This is a tiny finger of a loch, nestling under the
slopes of Mulla-fo-dheas and Uisgnaval Mor which, at 741 and 727 metres, are
two quite respectably sized hills. It was quite a hard row in through the entrance
and once inside the squalls whistled down from these hills but we seemed safe
enough. Here it was tme for a proper late breakfast and a little extra kip. High
on the NW shore of the loch was aine of houses. It was a good drying breeze
and I could judge the wind strength by the angle made by ilems of washing. So
long as the pyjamas remained horizontal I was staying put. After a couple of
hours they egan to flap rather more lazily, so I hoisted sail and set off again
along the coast towards Scarp.

After the performance I had in this area last year, in winds from just the same
direction, was a bit apprehensive. The coast from Scarp to Uig is even by outer
isles standards, pretty remote. No roads, no habitation, just large bieak hills
separated in places by narrow sea lochs. We made rapid progress westwards and
I found Caolas Scarp more sheltered than I had ex ected. Noting the possibility
of an overnight anchorage there either N or S of the shallow bar, I went straight
on, intending to investigate Loch Resort and Loch Tamanavay.

Both entrances proved completely inaccessible. The wind funnelled
down between the surrounding hills, along the lochs and out of their narrow
mouths with such force that made entry under either sail or oars impossible. You
need to have an adequate auxiliary engine to explore this territory. That makes
the coast a more serious proposition that it might appear from a glance at the
chart, or even reading the pilot, where the abiflity to proceed under power tends
to be assumed.

I carried on northwards, feeling rather vulnerable. There could be no further
anchorage before Uig Bay, another 11 miles on. I got as far as Mealasta Island,
hove to briefly and then decided I had had enouph Tor the day and tumed back to
Scarp. Writing this, months later, with the bene it of a careful examination of the
chaff, this seems to have been an over-cautious decision - especially as I knew I
would be unlikely to make a further attempt. I think it was the cumulative effect
of a fairly hard day, especially during the afternoon, and a feeling that the sailing
had become a bit marginal. I was probably wrong: looking at the topography of
the area, I suspect thaf wind strengths were high in the area N of Scarp because
of the funnelling effect of the hills, and once lhad escaped their influence by
going on for a further five or ten miles, or getting out to sea away from the coast,
con itions would have become more manageable. As it was, I turned back yet
again, only a few miles further N than last year, and still without catching sight
of Loch Roag.

On the whole, I think this particular stretch of coast - perhaps all of the coast N
of the Sound of Harris - would be enjoyed more with the security of two people
on board.

My log notes record that the first half hour of the return to Scarp was 'epic', then
became merely an exciting reach.

I anchored of the beach in shallow water just N of the bar. It was a beautiful
spot, but is right in the tideway. With the wind continuing fresh I had a pretty
rough night. On reflection, I would have been better off on the S side of the bar.
Next morning, at least, the water here seemed much calmer.

I~~~~**********
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I had delayed final thoughts about whether to go on N until the morning, but
with the wind still in the NE and seeming pretty fresh, decided to go back S.

We left the anchorage at 0800 and had a good brisk broad reach back to Toe
Head. I have now learned to expect some sort of difficulty in the NW entrance to
the Sound, and so it was on this occasion. There are many pot lines around these
shores, and in a short chop these can be difficult to spot. Isaw both pots, but not
that they were linked. The boat came to a straining halt, the line strung up on the
auling stra fitted to the bow of the boat. I dro the main very rapdly

indeed, let te jib fl, and managed to disentan e the line without it also
catching on the rudder. I then carried on a a slig tly more sedate pace under the
foresai alone.

I had no intention of repeating my experience of last year on the Berneray Bar,
so I sailed around the back o the island , down its beautiful mile long dazzle of a
beach. After a rough open sea passa e there is something particularly satisfying
about a safe, perfectly flat but very tast shallow water reach, just yards away
from such a shiore.

After an interesting beat through the Sound of Berneray past the ferry slips -
more or less a repeat of last year's passage, but in stronger wind - I tied up once
again in the tiny fishing harbour and, tucked away away out of the wind, felt for
the first time the real heat of the day.

The little harbour-side shop at the E end of the long village street was shut up,
but I learned there was a fine new one now open near the terry slip - in a better
position to catch the hiking and cycling trade, of which Berneray get its share.
After buying a few stores and some postcards I walked over the hill to Borve, to
see if the NacKillops were at home. Unfortunately they were not.

On the walk back the weather started to show signs of a
deterioration. The evening became cool and cloudy, the night windy with spells
of rain.

As I prepared to leave next morning, the wind eased off and it brightened up
again. I was glad to see Angus and his mate come down to his boat, to do some
work before setting off for The day's potting; we had a long chat. I congratulated
him on his starring appearance in the TV il m about the visit to the island by the
Heir to the Throne.

The next section of the trip involved retracing my route of last year but this
time southwards down the Uist coast as far as the entrance to the N Pord
between Uist and Benbecula.

It was a very relaxing day, sailing slowly, for much of the time very slowly, in
the lightest of winds, very close in shore making the most of this most
interesting of seascapes. By late in the afternoon it was becoming clear that we
would lose the benefit of the very necessary S going tide before reaching the
entrance to the Ford, at Beul an Toim. Althoug I suppose I could have aken a
chance and anchored for the night offshore, this seemed to be taking too much of
a risk, even in these very light conditions. Weather patterns can change with
dramatic suddenness out here.
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At about 1800 I reached the N entrance to the open area of sands, between the
machair islands of Kirkibost and Baleshare. This is a narrow channel perhaps
less than half a cable wide, and the water was already leaving througA it as the
sands behind began to dry. It was by no means a foregone conclusion that I
would get in, but with the help of a few helpful puffs of wind and a number of
tacks, just managed to squeeze in behind the dunes. There was no need to anchor
in the ordinary sense; all I had to do was step over the side and place the anchor
in a suitable position, by which time the wafer had disappeared and we were
high and dry on the sands until next morning.

The shore of these western isles bears not only the full force of the Atlantic gales
but a great deal of the mibbish discarded from its commercial shipping. The
ketchup, detergent and other plastic bottles were mostly 'catering size rather
betrayin their ori ins. Despite this flotsam, the chance to stretch my legs with a
long wa by the Waleshare shore in this continuing idyllic weather was an
enjoyable way to spend the evening. Then it was an early night, with the
promise, or rather the threat, of an exceedingly early start.

Our failure to reach the N Ford entrance the previous evening now presented
something of a passage planning roblem. Ideally, we neede to be in the Ford
on a niceLy rising tide so that mislakes made in the 3 mile winding channel up to
the causeway bridge would be forgiven. But we were stuck inside the northern
part of the sands, several miles N of the entrance and could not start to leave
there until the near top of the tide floated us off.

To get off the sands at 0430 required rising at the unearthly hour of 0315. 1
blessed the light but definite breeze from the E which enabled us to stem the last
of the flood tide in the entrance. I like to think there can be few sailing craft (in
recent times at least) that have gently made their way down that coast, just a few
hundred yards offshore, as the sun rose form behind the low hils of Uist.

It seemed an age before we reached Beul an Toim and could start tacking in.
Half a mile beyond the entrance the real fun began, as the waters covering the
sands started to shoal, forcing the centreboard to be raised further and further.
All I had to give an idea of the position of the main channel was the 1" OS map.
No Admiralfy chart thinks the place worthy of a mention.

The key to the navigation was the correct identification of the islet of
Trialabreck Mor - not easy, as these very low lying islets merge with the shore
behind . The deeper water ran alongside to the N of this, and soon the position of
the causeway bridge could be worked out. There appears to be more water
available at this bnidge than at its equivalent on the other side of Benbecula, but
the approach channet is longer, with considerable risk of becoming, literally,
stranded. Not dangerous (unless you go for a walk - the sands are reputed to be
'quick' in places) but a considerable delay.

Again, I had been luckier than my pilotage deserved. I could now relax, make a
leisurely passage under the bridge, for a deep water channel lay the other side,
and generally take my time with the navigation of the route through to the E
coast.

The breeze had by now piped up to a moderate 10 to 15 knots, and the sun shone
yet again, so I enjoyed t e beat past the S shore of the only just detached island
of Grimsay. In its southern flank there is an almost completely enclosed lagoon,
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Scotvein Bay, which seemed to offer a good opportunity for a brief rest before
starting the sail down the coast. I went in , ancnored up in the lee of the E shore,
and improved on my earlier snatched breakfast. It was still only about eight in
the morning. Quite where the inhabitants of the houses scattered around the bay
imagined this little sailing boat had appeared from remains a conjecture. The
inhabitant of the boat felt the slight smugness of one who has risen early and
accomplished his day's work bybreakfast time.

The rich complexity of the coast between N and S Uists would be appreciated by
any sailor on a fine day, but all the more so for being newly arrived from the flat
shallow sandy margins of the west.

The wind gave almost a run down to the anchorage at Loch Skiport, 11 miles
miles on, at the NE shoulder of N Uist. I thought it would be sensible to put in
there, as I had used all of the S-going tide, and continue in the evening. On my
previous trip down this coast some years before I had done nearly all the sailing
in the evening and had enjoyed some fine long runs. This time it was not to be,
for although I had a lazy aftemoon sunbathing at the anchorage at Shillay Mor,
next to the Wizard Poo , the wind died yet again by the early evening. I made a
token attempt by sailing out with the last of it, but there was little prospect of
progress, so I put back in, to the Wizard Pool this time, where I spent a very
peaceful night.

Except for the cuckoo. There is a cuckoo at every Outer Hebridean anchorage,
but I think I first noticed this at the Wizard Pool. It occurred to me that this gird
(which is particularly insistent, even for a cuckoo) might in fact be the Wizard,
transformed in shape, either for convenience, or economy, or b superior spell.
Then I found that t cuckoo is everywhere. Of course it mighr be the same
cuckoo, but why he should bother to follow me around defeats me.

The morning forecast was for SE, 3/4, occasionally 5. So of course we Rot
virtually nothing all day. I left the anchorage in good time to catch the tirst of
the S going tide at Ushinish, and did so, but the light breeze had died before we
reached the headland. Then began a long slow driTt, mostly rowing with only a
few periods under sail, the win all over the place between NE an S. It wasISunday, but I felt that as we were moving, albeit at an imperceptible pace, out of
the junsdiction of the Free Church and into the more relaxed regime of the
Church of Rome, it would not be entirely out of order to use the enforced periodI ~of idleness to acquire an all over tan.
I had become resigned to having to put into Loch Boisdale, but the breeze picked
up a bit as we drew level with its entrance, so on we went towards Eriskay.
After a couple of miles, off Rubha na h Ordaig, I spotted a large black fin
circling around quite close to the boat. Was it a killer whale ? Or just a basking
shark .TI tried to take a photo, but the camera chose this moment tojam (either
the film was faulty or wrongly loaded) so that was the end of my slides.
Fortunately I had a spare.So there is no record of this monster of the deep; I
suspect it was a very large shark. After a while it swam away, and I concentrated
on getting in to Eriskay.

I should have been a bit more adventurous and followed my initial instinct to
explore the Sound of Eriskay for I would have discovered a very snug little
harbour at Haun, on the N side, which would have given me a quieter anchorage
than I subsequently had in Big Harbour. This is most notable physical feature of
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the island, a very large pool, almost three-quarters of a mile long, with a narrowI entrance. Good shelter from the sea, but big enough to create its own in windy
weathier. Winds funnellinig off the surrounding hils make it very difficult to
judge the true state of the weather outside without going ashore and looking over
the top.

Last time here I anchored close in, for shelter, and then when it blew up
overnight from the other direction found myself on a tricky lee shore. So this
time I picked up one of the HIDB buoys in the very centre of the pool.

Thoughts of just waiting out the rest of the tide and then carrying on towards
Barra were abandoned. it had by now clouded over and become a lot cooler.
Instead, an early night with the idea of a prompt start the next day.

Monday 1st June, and with it a definite change in the weather. Heavy showers
during the nighlt and then cool and quite windy in the morning. It felt much more
than tfe 3/4 forecast, with the boat bucking about at its mooring. I took the tent
down, donned oilies and prepared to move, but then changed my mind after
taking a look through the binoculars at what little of the seas outside that were
visibre through the harbour entrance. They were breaking in rather spectacular
fashion on the rocks just outside, so I changed my mind, put up the tent again
and inflated the dinghy ready for a walk ashore. Whereupon the wind died down,
the clouds rolled away and the sun start to shine. But by this time I had decided
it would be interesting to explore the other side of the island, so I put off going S
until the evening tide.

As thle photo shows, getting ashore via the fishing boat jetty ladder was a bit of a
scramble.

A pleasant mile and a half walk over the hills took me to the small village of
I laun, the only centre of population on the island. The shore here is quite
different in character - shoal and sandy, with wide vistas across the Sound of
Eriskay to S Uist, and SW across the Sound of Barra. After mistaking the former
for the latter, there lies hereabouts the wreck of the SS 'Politician' - surely an
inauspicious name for a ship whicih needed all the luck it could get, taking a
cargo of whiisky across the Atlantic to help pay for the US contributioni to the
war effort. Unless they are still dredging up those bottles, all that now remains of
'Whisky Galore' is the village pub - newly built by the look of it - which carries
the narne of the ill-fated vessel. In here for a pint of heavy, and a chat with theI only other tourist about the place, an 'end to end' cyclist. FHis description of his
regular sixtv or so miles a dav, followed by a bivouac on the nearest beach made
my living cbnditions feel po.sitively sybaritic.

Attempts at evening sailing on this trip seemed doomed to failure. I left Big
Hlarbour at 1630 to find that although there was still a big swell running outside,
the wind had gone very light. With the by now familiar routine of alternate
rowing - difficult in the swell - and sailing in the few light puffs of wind
available, we edged gradually towards the twin islands of Hellisav and Gihav.
Once under the Fee oT their NW shore, out of the swell generated by the SE wind,
it was at last possible to enjoy a pleasant slow sail-assisted drift, and the
negotiation of the western entranice to the sound betweeni the islands.
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The islands are uninhabited, although used as pasture for sheep. Six years
iiously I had been gale bound here for three days and had got to kow

Heellisay quite well. On that occasion no-one interrupted my solitude, but this
time I noticed a yacht anchored in the eastern end ofthe sound. It looked like a
Newbridge Navigator; nice to see another small boat visiting these waters.

Not intending to stay long, I anchored in the first deep water pool, just inside the
W entrance. In fact, as close as I could to the anchor symbol on the pilot chartlet.
Despite this precaution, either my orientation was awry or the soun ines not too
accurate, because in the early hours, towards low water, I awoke to find the boat
perched somewhat precariously on a large kelp-covered rock. As I moved about,
we partly slid off it. No damage done as far as I could tell, but I ought to have
been more careful.

RU at 0700 and away at 0900. Cloudy and drizzly, but a pleasant breeze of about
1 knots sped us on our way across the Sound of Barra, through the gap between
Fuiay and Flodday and on round the SW coast of Barra to pick up the buoyage
leading into Castle Bay.
The wind, having dropped off a bit, picked up nicely to give us a smart passage
up the Bay, under fulr sail, with a thankfully fIrst -time pick up of one of the
row of HIDB visitors buoys laid in what used to be the anchorage lust off the
pier. Several other (large) yachts there, as you would expect, for Castle Bay is
often the first call for those making the passage up from the Oban area.

Even if it was a rotten rainy day, I felt very pleased to have made it to Castlebay
at last. What I should have done was go ashore straight away explore, do
whatever provisioning was necessary and perhaps enjoy a pub meal. Instead I
spent the afternoon on board, because it was rainy, I was feeling lazy, and I
needed to do some careful chart work in preparation for the long passage back to
the Inner Isles. After a long period of stable weather a moderate low pressure
area (995 mb) was crossing alin and the Hebrides, then heading quite quickly
N. During the day the wind veered from NE, through S to NW. [needed the
1750 forecast, so f inflated the dinghy ready for a tnp ashore, tipped over the
side the doubtful water I had taken on at Enskay jetty, and carned on with the
chart work. Rather suddenly, the now NW wind increased to the point where the
dinghy started to become airborne and attack the tent sides. When this happens it
is rather unnerving and only a certain number of such assaults can be tolerated
before it becomes necessary to deflate it again.

I was now effectively trapped on board the wind far too strong to row ashore,
and with less than a pint of water left. As all my remaining food needed water
for cooking it was rather a miserable evening.

It was 2230 before it was safe to row ashore for water, too late to do any
sightseeing. More important, it meant very little sleep before the necessarily
early start next day.

Far out in the Outer Isles, with available time drawing to a close I had to take
the first fair wind for the return. The late forecast - NW 4/5, withi ood visibility
- was pretty near perfect. As we were right on the top of sprin tid es, I plotted a
slight dog-leg course to avoid the area SW of Canna and Hys eir which is
subject to strong tidal streams and heavy seas. Although repared to put into
Canna if necessary, I aimed to sail straight back to Eigg Thls meant allowing for
the tidal gate imposed by spring tides in the Sound ofEigg, which run at 4 knots.
The gate would shut at 1530 next day. It is about 45 miles to the Sound, so I
reckoned we really ought get going by about 0400. 1 didn't rate highly my
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chances of getting up that early.U ~ ~ ~ ~ ***** * ** ** ****

I managed to crawl into a semblence of wakefulness at about 0500 but it was
0605 before we slipped the mooring and began the run out of Castke Bay.

Wind was NW, as promised only about F3 in the anchorage, but the log
indicates I took in a reef at 6745, and another 10 minutes later. For once the
forecast was accurate, with the wind varying somewhere between F4 and F5 all
day. While by no means desperate, these conditions over a long sail in the open
sea require a continuous effort of concentration. The motto is 'one wave at a
time'. Stick to that and you'll crack it, as we say up north.

Rum was on the beam at 1530, which means we didn't make the tidal gate. I
therefore altered course to take the long wag round the Isle of Muck, which put
some extra distance on the crossing, about 53 miles in all. The easy passage
across the S end of the Sound of EIgg (from which a fine view of the Sgurr) was
enlivened by sight of a large marine creature which, unnervingly, chose to swim
under the boat: this one had a curved fin. Perhaps a small whale this time? I'll
have to brush up on identificatiio~iiNofmarine wildlife.

The log records that we reached Castle Rock, off Eigg, at 1800. Shortly
afterwards we beat serenely into the tiny boat harbour, still my favounte
Hebridean anchorage. Perfect peace, and looking just as I'd left it a year
previously; indeed, just as it was when first visited in 1984.

Although frequently denied enough wind, I had on this trip been lucky with
direction. After many days of norlherlies and northeasterlies, I had been
specially fortunate to be treated to a good clean NW wind just when I needed it
for the long haul back from the outer isles. But my luck was about to expire. The
next morning the breeze was back in the N or NE - just what you don't need for
a trip up the Sound of Sleat.

Although too tired to make an early start I managed to get away about 0830,
with the intention of sailing over to Arisaig, waiting ouT the S going tide and
continuing later in the day.

This I did, but at the day's end I had ptifully little to show for my efforts. And an
effort it was: a hard day, beating into steep seas, the boat's head repeatedly
driven off the wind, unable to sit it up to get any real drive into the sail. Once
again, the feeling that two people were needed for this kind of work.

I put into the N entrance of Loch na Ceall, at Arisaig (that's the bit the books
warn you spells disaster). It's OK for a small boat at ihgh water. The truth is that
I missed the normal way in and couldn't bear to lose alr that ground gained to
windward by going back. But lose it I did, as I had to leave by the S channel at
the end of the ebb ide.

The first hour or two of the flood tide seemed tolerable; I still can't really work
out why we made such little progress N. Then, at about 1700 the wind hoiked
itself ut a g. I think it realised was nearly done and had already more or less
decided the trip would have to end some way S of the Kyle of Loch Alsh;
but that I should not be let off the hook without a sporting finish.
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There are only two possible places N of Arisaig at which the boat could be
hauled out; Mallaig and Morar. The former is a busy fishing port where,
according to the pilots, pleasure boats are not welcome. Morar is a very
attractive river estuary (the location for the film 'Local Hero') but has a bar and
dries below half tide. Luckily, I could remember it well enough as the finishing
point for my first sailing trip to the west coast with 'Sea Thrif. We had a bit of a
sporting finish to get in that day too. These occasions imprint on the memory.

We clawed our way with lainful slowness towards the estuary entrance, by now
tacking dangerousfy near the shore. I shouldn't have been so close in, but it was
either The devil of the shore (which was at least sands) or the deep blue seas of
the unsheltered Sound, getting steeper and nastier by the minute, or so it seemed.

At last we could go about for the final time and continue on in up the river
estuary. There was just about tide left to explore the S end, in case there was a
haul out slope there. It's very pretty down at that end, but there seemed nowhere
accessible by car that would permit this, so after a short rest at anchor and the
fortification of a few chocolate biscuits, I beat back up to the bight at the NE
corner, close to the road. The sands dry here for much of the tide, but have a
very shallow slope, and the boat could be left there in reasonable safety for the
day needed to reIrieve the car and trailer.

Morar was about 25 miles short of our destination at Plocton, an easy day's run
with a fair wind. How long it would have taken had I carried on by boat is
anyone's guess. From the deck of the little McBrayne ferry as it plied up the
funnel of lhe Sound into the the neck of the Kyle, the next day started calm
enough; but by the time we were into the narrows the breeze, still from the NE,
was brisker than I would have been comfortable with.

Unexpectedly, I enjoyed the day of mixed travel that was needed to retrieve m
transport. The ferry tnip was a delight, and as a passenger you do get a chance to
enjoy some truly splendid views up into Lochs Nevis and TIourn, and across to
Skye.

After alightin at Kyle of Loch Alsh, I had a ride out Plocton with a very
friendly and chatty lady taxi driver - as different from your average minicab
driver as you can imagine - and by about mid-afternoon had finally completed
the circle. Only then did I realise just how far back it was by road: well over a
hundred miles, over four times the sea distance. Such is the geography of the
western seaboard.

I arrived back at Morar in time for the evening meal. Not mine: the midges'. I
was the meal. In post offices in the highlands you sometimes see an
advertisement for a device that makes the wearer look like a beekeeper. 'Dinna
fret' it says 'wear a net'. Just believe it. I'll be getting one next time I visit
mainland Scotland.

I have never had any problem with midges while afloat at anchor anywhere in
Scotland71he motto clearly is to avoid coming ashore.

I like Morar but I didn't want to be the pudding as well as the main course so I
rapidly bundled all the gear into the car, nearly demolishing the local telephone
wires in my eagerness to haul the boat ashore, and was on the road south again
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by about 2200.

And so ended another trip to the Outer Isles. Sufficiently different from the
previous year, although covering broadly the same area, it provided many
abiding memories: Taransay, ScarP, the friendly people of Bemeray, the vast
flat honizons of the outer W coast7 the sandy fords of Benbecula, Enskay, Castle
Bay and finally the ever-welcoming Eigg.

Small boat sailors come up here as tourists albeit self-sufficient ones. We see
the islands at their most welcoming, not wAen the hurricanes rage over them.
Even in the summer their moods can make life very difficult for us. But if these
logs give just a impse of their magnificence and their stark beauty, and trigger
the interest of a tew other Wayfarer sailors, then they will have been worth
writing.

To finish., a few lines from a scientist and writer, J.Morton Boyd who has made
the Hebndes a lifetimes' study, and which well convey the islands' spell.

Stark rocks stand in the sea:
Curved islands against the sunset.
Oh Hebrides! What are you telling me?
I know wherein they strength is set.
In thy beauty which I oft-Himes see
In ancient sea-irt, pillared rock beset
By thrift and aui and cuckoo-bee.
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